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ABSTRACT 
Recently, Martinez, Michon, and San Martin introduced the new class of (sym- 
metric) strictly ultrametric matrices. They proved that the inverse of a strictly 
ultrametric matrix is a strictly row and strictly column diagonally dominant Stieltjes 
matrix. Here, we generalize their result by introducing a class of nonsymmetric 
matrices, called generalized ultrametric matrices. We give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the regularity of these matrices and prove that the inverse of a 
nonsingular generalized ultrametric matrix is a row and column diagonally dominant 
M-matrix. We establish that a nonnegative matrix is a generalized ultrametric matrix if 
and only if the matrix is a certain sum of at most rank-two matrices. Moreover, we 
give a characterization of generalized ultrametric matrices, based on weighted trees. 
The entries of generalized ultrametric matrices then arise as certain “distances” 
between the leaves and the root of the tree. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most beautiful properties of a nonsingular M-matrix is that its 
inverse is a nonnegative matrix. However, the converse of this result is not in 
general true, i.e., the inverse of a nonsingular nonnegative matrix is not in 
general an M-matrix. First, Thomas Markham [7] established in 1972 a 
sufficient condition for a nonnegative symmetric matrix to be an inverse of a 
Stieltjes matrix (a nonsingular symmetric M-matrix). He introduced a class of 
nonnegative symmetric matrices called matrices of type D, which are inverses 
of Stieltjes matrices. Since his paper appeared, several authors have studied 
this so-called inverse-M-matrix problem [3, 5, 6, 121. However, only a few 
sufficient conditions were developed. An overview of the inverse-M-matrix 
problem is given by C. R. Johnson [3]. 
Recently, Martinez, Michon, and San Martin [8] introduced a new class of 
symmetric matrices. They proved in [8] that the inverse of a so-called strictly 
ultrametric matrix is a strictly row and strictly column diagonally dominant 
Stieltjes matrix. Stimulated by the beauty of this result, Nabben and Varga 
[lo] gave a short proof of it using more familiar tools from linear algebra. 
Moreover, in [lo] a characterization of this class of strictly ultrametric 
matrices was given. This characterization and the use of a rank-one update, 
which was also used in [lo], are the main tools for certain generalizations of 
the result in [8]. A first generalization was given in [ll], where the authors 
introduced the class of symmetric ultrametric matrices. They showed that the 
inverse of a nonsingular symmetric ultrametric matrix is a (not necessarily 
strictly) row and column diagonally dominant Stieltjes matrix. Even more, it 
turns out that the class of matrices of type D, introduced by Markham [7], is 
contained in the class of symmetric ultrametric matrices; see Section 2. 
In this paper we generalize the result of [8] by introducing a class of 
nonsymmetric matrices, called generalized ultram.etric matrices. We give 
here a necessary and sufficient condition for the regularity of these matrices 
and prove that the inverse of a nonsingular generalized ultrametric matrix is a 
row and column diagonally dominant M-matrix. Moreover, we establish that 
a nonnegative matrix is a generalized ultrametric matrix if and only if the 
matrix is a certain sum of at most rank-two matrices; see Section 3. 
Another aim of this paper is to show how generalized ultrametric matrices 
arise and how they can be characterized. Therefore, we establish another 
characterization of this class of matrices based on weighted graphs. The 
entries of generalized ultrametric matrices then arise as “distances” between 
the leaves and the root of the tree; see Example 2.2 and Theorem 3.3. 
After we obtained some of the result in this paper, we learned that 
McDonald, Neumann, Schneider and Tsatsomeros [9] have considered simi- 
lar classes of matrices, and that they have obtained some overlapping results. 
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2. GENERALIZED ULTRAMETRIC MATRICES AND EXAMPLES 
In this section, we derive the class of generalized ultrametric matrices and 
give some examples of these matrices. However, we start by describing the 
subclasses mentioned above. At the end of this section, we introduce further 
needed notation. 
Martinez, Michon, and San Martin [8] introduced the following class of 
strictly ultrametric matrices: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A matrix A = [u,,~] in R”,” is a strictly ultrametric 
matrix if 
(i) A is symmetric and has nonnegative entries; 
(ii> ai,j > min{ai,k; u~,~} for all i, j, k E N (where N := (1, 2, . . . , n)); 
(iii) u,,~ > max{a,,k : k E N \ {i)} for all i E N, 
where, if n = 1, (iii) is interpreted as u,,~ > 0. 
They proved in [8] that the inverse of a strictly ultrametric matrix is a 
strictly (row and column) diagonally dominant Stieltjes matrix. Moreover, 
they established that the sets consisting of the zero entries of a strictly 
ultrametric matrix and that of its inverse are exactly the same. 
In [ll], the authors defined the class of symmetric preultrametric matri- 
ces, where equality in (iii) of Definition 2.1 is allowed. Adding a certain 
regularity condition, the class of symmetric ultrametric matrices was defined 
in [ll]. The inverse of such a matrix becomes a (row and column) diagonally 
dominant Stieltjes matrix. This class of symmetric ultrametric matrices con- 
tains the class of type-D matrices introduced by Markham [7]: 
DEFINITION 2.2. A symmetric matrix A = [u~,~] E R”,” is of type D if 
there exist real numbers {ai},“= 1 such that 
ffi if i -<j, 
Uizj = where 
5 if i>j, 
IX, > (Y,_I > *** > cY1. 
Markham proved that with a1 > 0, a matrix of type D is nonsingular and 
its inverse is a (symmetric) tridiagonal Stieltjes matrix. 
On comparing Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, we see that if A = [a,,]] in R”,” is 
a type D matrix (with cyI > O), then A certainly satisfies (i) and (ii) of 
Definition 2.1, but the diagonal entries u,,~ (1 < i < n) of A fail to satisfy 
(iii) of Definition 2.1. However, while a type-D matrix (with cxl > 0) is not a 
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strictly ultrametric matrix, it can be verified to be a symmetric ultrametric 
matrix in the sense of [ll]. 
Considering nonsymmetric matrices is another way to generalize the 
result in [8]. This leads to the more general problem of determining which 
nonsingular nonnegative matrices in R n,n have inverses which are M-matrices. 
Before we establish our sufficient condition, we mention a necessary condi- 
tion, due to Fiedler and Ptik [l], which states that the entries of the inverse 
A = [u,,~] of a strictly row diagonally dominant M-matrix satisfy 
u,,~ > max(uk.i : k E N \ (i}} (all i E N). 
However, Example 2.1 below shows that the inverse of a matrix A, which 
satisfies 
A has nonnegative entries; (2.la) 
ai,j > min{ai,kl ak,jJ for all i,j, k E N, (2.lb) 
u,,~ > max{ai,k : k E N \ {i}} for all i E N, (2.lc) 
ui,i > maxIa,,, : k E N \ {i}) for all i E N, (2.ld) 
where, if n = 1, (2.14 and (2.ld) are interpreted as a,,, > 0, is not in 
general an M-matrix. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the matrix 
3 1 1 2 1 -11 
A= [ 1 3 2 -11 = 
0 0 3 
2 1 1’ where A-’ 0 0 24 -8’ 0 0 1 3 0 0 -8 -7 1 24 
It can be verified that A satisfies (2.0, but obviously A-’ is not an M-matrix, 
since its (1,3) element is not nonpositive. Thus, an additional property of 
A = [ui j] must be added to the assumptions of (2.1) to ensure that A-’ is an 
M-matrix. This additional property can be motivated from the symmetric 
case, using the following observation: 
OBSERVATION 2.1. Let A E R”,” be a symmetric nonnegative matrix. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) for each triple {q, t, s) in N 3, there exists a reordering {i, j, k) of the 
elements of this triple such that 
ai,j > a{,k = aj,k; 
(ii> aij > min{ai,k, akj) for all i, k, j E N. 
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Proof Since (ii) is formulated for all i, j, k E N, (ii) is equivalent with 
'i.k a min{Ui,j; ‘j,k), (2.2) 
uk,j >, min{ uk,i; Ui,j) 
for a triple (i, j, k) E N 3. Thus, if there is a reordering (i, j, k) of the 
elements of each triple (9, t, s) such that a, j > ai k = akj holds, then, using 
the symmetry of A, it can be verified that (2.2) holds. Hence, (i) implies (ii>. 
On the other hand, if (ii> or (2.2) holds, let (9, s, t) be any triple in N3; 
from the three nonnegative numbers, u~.~, u~,~, and a, t choose the largest, 
say a,,, 1 and set i := s, j := t, and k := 9. By definition, a, j z u~,~ and 
ui,j > LZ,,~. But on using (2.2) and the symmetry of A, it ‘follows that 
ai k > min(ai,j; aj k) = aj,k > midaj,,; aik) = ai.k, i.e., ai,k = aj,k, and (ii) 
implies (i). ’ ??
Using this observation, we make the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.3. A matrix A = [ui jl E R”,” is called a generalized 
ultrumetric matrix if 
(i) A has nonnegative entries; 
(ii> ui j >, min(ai,k; ak,j) for all i, k, j E N; 
(iii) u;,~ > max(ui,k : k E N \ (i)) for all i E N; 
(iv) u,,~ Z mm(ak,i : k E N \ (i)) for all i E N; 
(v) each triple (9, s, t) in N 3 can be reordered as a triple (i, j, k) such 
that 
(V.i> aj k = ai k and ak,j = ak,i, 
(v.ii) &a(aj,j~ aj,,) 2 m&at,&; ak,i), 
where, if n = 1, (iii) and (iv) are interpreted as ui 1 > 0. A matrix A is called 
a strictly generalized ultrametric matrix if the above conditions hold with 
strict inequality in (iii) and (iv). 
If A is symmetric, then using Observation 2.1, conditions (ii) and (v) of 
Definition 2.3 are equivalent. Thus, the set of generalized ultrametric matri- 
ces includes all classes of matrices mentioned above. Moreover, if a (not 
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necessarily symmetric) matrix A satisfies (i), (iii), (iv), and (v) of Definition 
2.3, then condition (ii) is equivalent to the statement: 
the same ordering used in (v) satisfies 
min{ aij; u~,~> > min{ ai,k; c+,~}. (2.3) 
Since the definition above of a generalized ultrametric matrix may seem 
nonintuitive, we give below a description of generalized ultrametric matrices 
using weighted graphs, which may be more transparent. 
Recall that a rooted tree G = (V, E) is a connected undirected graph 
without cycles, having a root and consisting of the set of vertices V and the 
set of edges E c {(x, y): x, y E V, x # y}. Let w E V denote the root of 
the tree, and let B c V denote the set of its leaves, with cardinality I B I = n. 
To each edge (x, y) of E, we assign two nonnegative numbers: 
2(x, y) > 0 and r( X, y) z 0 [aW,y) =I, 
and 1 and r are called weighting functions for the rooted tree. Then, for any 
b E B, let p(b) d enote the consecutive distinct edges {(vi, oi+ ,>liCi ‘, with 
b = u0 and v, = w, which form a path connecting the leaf b to the root w. 
For any b and 6 in B, set 
d&h) := c @pi+J> 
p(bmp(6) 
(2.4) 
d(b,b) := max{d,(b,b);d,(b,b)}, 
where p(b) n p(6) d enotes the common edges of these paths from the 
leaves b and 6 to the root w. If we number the leaves from 1 to rr and define 
the matrix A = [qj] E R”*” by 
a. := ’ J 
i 
d,(i,j) for i <j, 
d(i,j) for i =j, 
d,(i,j) for i >j, 
(2.5) 
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we obtain, for every rooted tree and for all weighting functions 1 and r 
defined on this rooted tree, a generalized ultrametric matrix; see Theorem 
3.3. Conversely, we show in Theorem 3.3 that, for a given generalized 
ultrametric matrix A, there exist a rooted tree and weighting functions 2 and 
r such that the entries of A are given as indicated in (2.4) and (2.5). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the rooted tree in Figure 1 with leaves 
(1X.. . , (10) and weights r(i, j) and l(i, j>, shown respectively on the right 
and left sides of the corresponding edge (i, j>. 
From the tree we see that p(2) n p(3) = (a, p> U ( P, to>, so that from 
the definitions of (2.5), the associated matrix A = [u,,~] E R’“x’o below has 
entries az3 = 3 and az2 = 9: 
A= 
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 11 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 9 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
‘0 2 27551111 
~0 2 25751111 
0 2 25581111 
0 2 2 2 2 2 7 3 3 3 
0 2 22226933 
0 2 2 2 2 2 6 6 9 7 
0 2 22226689 
In the next sections, we use the following 
NOTATION. 
E R”,“, we set 
By &, we denote the vector 11,. . . , llT E R”. For A = [aijl 
r(A) := min{ai,j : i, j E N}, 
w(A) := min{aj,i : ai,j = T(A)}, 
S(A) := w(A) - 7( A), 
p( A) := max{ai,i : i,j E N}. 
(2.6) 
If A is symmetric, we note that T(A) = w(A). 
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(9) (10) 
FIG. 1. 
3. CHARACTERIZATIONS AND THE INVERSE OF 
GENERALIZED ULTRAMETRIC MATRICES 
We begin this section with the following theorem which describes the 
nested block structure of a generalized ultrametric matrix. Moreover, Theo- 
rem 3.1 indicates a way to construct such a matrix. This theorem, which was 
already given in [lo] for the symmetric case, is one of main tools for 
considering generalized ultrametric matrices. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A = [Q] E R”,“, n > 1, be a generalized ultrarnet- 
ric matrix. Then there exist a positive integer r, with 1 Q r < n, and a 
permutation mutrir P E R”,” such that 
where C E R’s’ and D E R”-‘,“-’ are generalized ultrametric matrices and 
6(A) = w(A) - 7(A). 
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Moreover. 
w( A, ,) > w( A) and w( A,,,) 2 o( A). (3.2) 
Conversely, ifC E R’.’ and if0 E R”-‘,“-‘, with 1 < r < n, are general- 
ized ultrametric matrices and if 0 < 6 < w(C) and if 0 < S < o(D), then 
is a generalized ultrametric matrix for each nonnegative real r. 
Proof. First, suppose that aj,j = r(A) for some j E N. From (iii) and 
(iv) of Definition 2.3, all entries in the jth row and jth column of A are 
r(A). By a suitable permutation of indices, we may assume that j = 1, and 
A can then be expressed, in partitioned form, as 
where A, , E R’,’ and A,,, E R”- ‘,“- ‘. In this case, we see from (2.6) that 
w(A) = G(A), so that 6(A) = 0. Then (3.3) has the desired form of (3.1) 
with C := 0, and, as o( A,,,) = 7(A) = w(A) and @(A,,,) > r(A) = 
W(A), the inequalities of (3.2) are then also valid. Moreover, since (from 
Definition 2.3) any principal submatrix of a generalized ultrametric matrix is 
again a generalized ultrametric matrix, it follows that the block diagonal 
submatrices C = 0 and D in (3.3) are generalized ultrametric matrices. 
Thus, we may assume, without loss of generality in what follows, that 
aj,j > T(A) for all j E N. 
With aj,j > r(A) for all j E N, a smallest entry of the nonnegative matrix 
A must be a nondiagonal entry, and, as in Theorem 1.2 of [lo], we may 
assume, again by a suitable permutation of indices, that a, ,I = 7(A). Then, 
define 
S := {j E N: a,,J = 7(A)} and T:={j~N:ai,~>-r(A)}. 
Since n E S and 1 E T, S and T are disjoint nonempty subsets of N with 
S u T = N. Again, by a suitable permutation of indices, we may further 
assume that 
T = {1,2,..., F) and S={?+l,F+2 ,..., n), where l<F<n. 
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From (ii) of Definition 2.3, we have, for all j E T and k E S, that 
r( A) = u,,~ > min{ alj; u~,~}. 
But since CZ,,~ > r(A) for all j E T, the above relation yields 
uj,k = T(A) for all jETand kES. 
Moreover, we may assume that ai,j > r(A) for all i and j in T, i.e., 
r( A,,,) > r(A), for if there were an entry aij = T(A) for i and j in T with 
i z j, a suitable permutation of indices in T would bring this entry to the first 
row of A, and leave u,,~ = T(A), for all j E S, unchanged. Hence, we may 
assume that r’ is minimal with respect to all such permutations. Next, we 
decompose the set S into two disjoint subsets R and Q such that 
‘i.1 = min{u,,, : j E S} for all i E Q 
and 
'i,l ’ 's.1 for-all iEQ, SER. 
Thus, we have S = R U Q, where R = f~ is possible. Again using suitable 
permutations, we can write 
R = {F + l,..., p) and Q={p+l,p+2 ,..., n}, where i:<p<n 
In other words, the elements of the partial first column of A, namely, 
are reordered (by a permutation of the rows and columns from S) so that the 
minimal (equal) entries (corresponding to the set Q) all appear at the bottom 
of this partial first column of A. 
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Using these sets of indices T, R, and Q, we obtain the following partition 
of A: 
In the following we shall show, for R z $!I and for R = $ii, that the partition of 
A in (3.4), defined by the two distinct sets T U R and Q, satisfies (3.1) and 
(3.2) of Theorem 3.1. 
Now, we consider condition (v) of Definition 2.3 and its implications and 
restrictions on the structure of the matrix blocks given in (3.4). 
(a) If T = {l}, i.e., a, 1 > T(A), we obtain, using the definitions of the 
sets R and Q, that 
& = r5,-,> where T(A) < y < T( A,,,). 
(b) Consider any triple 19, s, t} in N3 with, say, 9 and t in T and s in S. 
Since, by construction, r( A,,,) > T(A), it is evident from the second part of 
(v.i> of Definition 2.3 that the reordering (i, j, k) of this triple is such that 
k E S. But then, from the second part of (v.i> of Definition 2.3, it follows that 
the columns of 
&,I 
[ 1 A,,, 
are all necessarily equal. Hence, 
A,, = FL, c=T where T(A) 6 Y < T( A,,,). (3.5) 
Moreover, it can be verified from (v.ii> of Definition 2.3 that 
Y G w( &J). (3.6) 
(c) The case where the triple (9, s, t} in N3 has all entries in T yields no 
further information about the structure of the matrix blocks of (3.4). How- 
ever, A,,, must satisfy (v) of Definition 2.3. 
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(d) Since tr E S, then S # 4. However, if S = {n}, then R = 4. In 
this case, the desired conclusion of (3.1) of Theorem 3.1 follows from (3.5) of 
case (b). 
(e) Next, consider any triple (9, s, t} in N3 with two elements in S and 
one in T. Here, r(A,,,) > T(A) is no restriction for the ordering of (9, s, t). 
[If R = 9, we have already established the representation (3.11.1 
(el) In the following, we consider any triple {q, s, t) in N3 with one 
element in T, one in R, and one in Q. A reordering (i, j, k) of the triple 
having k E T is not possible, since we would obtain from (v.i) of De@tion 
2.3 that each entry of A,,, is equal to each entry, -y(A), of A,,,, a 
contradiction to our previous constructions. Similarly, a reordering of the 
triple having k E R is also not possible, since (v.i> of Definition 2.3 would 
give that all entries of A3,2 are r(A), and that all entries of Az,i and A2,3 are 
equal. But then, applying (v.ii) of Definition 2.3 would give y(A) > /&A2,i), 
again a contradiction to our previous constructions. However, the remajning 
orderings {i, j, k) with k E Q imply, from (v.i)_of Definition 2.3, that A,,, is 
a constant block with constant T(A), and A,,, is a constant block with 
constant y. With these restrictions, (v.ii) of Definition 2.3 is then satisfied. 
(e2) For the case that the triple (9, s, t} in N3 has two elements in Q 
and one in T (which includes the case R = 8) and for the case when this 
triple has two elements in R and one in T, (v.i> of Definition 2.3 gives no 
restriction on the reordering of {9, s, t}. However, for each ordering, (v.ii) of 
Definition 2.3 yields 
y G W( A,,J and Y Q W( &,3); (3.7) 
whence combining (3.7) with inequalities above gives 
y= O(A). (3.8) 
(f) The case where the triple (9, s, t} in N3 has elements all in Q, gives 
no added structure to the blocks of (3.3). However, As3 E R”-P-“-P must 
satisfy (v) of Definition 2.3. 
The above discussion shows that the partitioned matrix of (3.4) then has 
the form 
A= 
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where constant block submatrices are indicated by their constant values. 
Then, on forming the sets T U R and Q to define a repartitioning of A, the 
matrix on the right above is obtained, and this matrix has the desired form of 
(3.1) of Theorem 3.1. Moreover, using (3.5)-(3.8), it follows that 
w(B,,) > y and O(S,,,) > y> 
which gives, since y = o(A), the desired result of (3.2) of Theorem 3.1. 
(Note again that the principal submatrices B,,, and B,,, of A are automati- 
cally generalized ultrametric matrices, since A is.1 
Conversely, if C E R’,’ and if D E R”-‘,‘I-‘, 1 < T < n, are generalized 
ultrametric matrices and if 0 < 6 < w(C) and 0 < 6 < o(D), then it is 
easily verified from Definition 2.3 that the matrix 
is a generalized ultrametric matrix for each nonnegative real T. ??
Since the matrices C E R’,’ and D E R”-‘,“-’ are again generalized 
ultrametric matrices, the reduction process of Theorem 3.1 can be applied to 
each of the matrices C and D, provided that r > 1 and n - r > 1. This 
reduction process stops with 1 X 1 matrices. To further describe this process, 
we change the notation in (3.1) by writing 
T, := T(A), 6, := 6( A), 
7L1 := en, 01 := (0,. . . ,o, &:_,)’ E R”, w, := (a$;,0 ,..., O)T ER”. 
Then (3.1) of Theorem 3.1 gives the following representation of a generalized 
ultrametric matrix A in R",": 
c 0 PAP* = o D 
[ 1 + qup:‘ + s,v,w:‘. 
Using this notation for all submatrices, the procedure (or, in other words, the 
nested block structure of a generalized ultrametric matrix) can be expressed 
by a binary rooted tree with n leaves and 2n - 1 vertices (where, in a binary 
rooted tree, each vertex has one “incoming” edge, and each vertex, not a leaf, 
has exactly two “outgoing” edges). This binary rooted tree determines the 
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vectors ui, Us, and wi and the scalars 7i and Si, i = 1, . . . ,2n - 1. The 
following example illustrates this process. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. The matrix A with 
5 1 1 1 1 
5 5 1 1 1 
A= I 3 3 4 1 1 
3 3 4 5 4 
3 3 4 5 5 
leads to the tree in Figure 2, with 
and 
w; := (l,l,O,O,O), 
w; := (l,O, o,o, O), 
w; := (O,O, 1, 0,O)) 
w,’ := (0, 0, o,o, O), 
WgT := (0, 0, 0, 0,O)) 
w,’ := (0, o,o, 0,O)) 
w; := (0,0,0,1,0), 
ws’ := (0, 0, o,o, 0)) 
wg’ := (0, 0, 0, 0, O), 
(7 1>“‘> 79) = (1,9,9,4,4,3,3,L1), 
(a,,..., 6,) = (2,4,UUUk1,0,0). 
Here, the vertices of the tree are numbered from 1 to 9, starting at the top 
level with the first vertex (the root), and at each subsequent level the vertices 
are consecutively numbered from left to right, until all leaves are reached. 
The vectors ui, vi, wi (i = 1,. . . , 9) indicate the vectors which built the 
related generalized ultrametric submatrices. 
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FIG. 2. 
Thus, Theorem 3.1 gives a representation of a generalized 
matrix A E a”*” as a sum of 2n - 1 at most rank-two matrices: 
ultrametric 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A = [qj] E R”,” be a generalized ultrametric ma- 
trix. Then there exists an associated binary rooted tree for N = {l, 2, . . . , n), 
consisting of 2n - 1 vertices, such that 
2n-1 
A = c (qu+.$ + &w;), (3.9) 
i=l 
where the (0, 1) vectors vi, wi, and ui, determined from the vertices of the 
tree, are such that if there are edges in the tree from vertex i to vertex j and 
from vertex i to vertex j + 1 with i < j, then wi = uj and vi = uj+ 1, and 
SJ + rj > S,. Moreover, the scalars ri and Si in (3.9) are nonnegative, with 
Si = 0 for every vertex corresponding to a leaf. Conversely, given any binary 
rootedtreeforN={l,..., n), which determines the vectors ui, vi, wi E R”, 
and given any nonnegative constants {7,)::=“; ’ and IS,),?:; ‘, such that if any 
edge in the tree from vertex i to vertex j, with i < j, satisfies Sj + rj > Si, 
then 
Zfl-1 
iFl ('i"iuT + ‘iviWT) (3.10) 
is a generalized ultrametric matrix. 
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We remark that the condition 4 + rj > ai, in both parts of Theorem 3.2, 
is just a manifestation of the inequalities of (3.2) of Theorem 3.1. We also 
remark that because 8, = 0 for any vertex corresponding to a leaf, the total 
number of parameters which actually play a role in the representation of the 
matrix in (3.9) is not 2(2n -- l), but 3n - 2. 
Note that the binary rooted tree used above illustrates the nested block 
structure of a generalized ultrametric matrix. The tree determines the vectors 
ui, vi, wi and the scalars ri and ai, which are needed in the characterization 
of the generalized ultrametric matrix as the sum of rank-two matrices. 
However, this tree is closely related to the tree of Example 2.2 and to the way 
we constructed generalized ultrametric matrices in the previous section. 
Thus, we are now able to state and prove the following characterization of 
generalized ultrametric matrices using weighted trees and distance functions 
between the leaves of the tree. 
THEOREM 3.3. A nonnegative matrix A is a generalized ultrametric 
matrix if and only if there exists a rooted tree and weighting functions 1 and r 
such that the entries of A are given as indicated in (2.4) and (2.5). 
Proof. If A is a generalized ultrametric matrix, then with Theorem 3.2, 
there exists a associated binary rooted tree which determines the nonnegative 
numbers 7i and Si. We introduce a new vertex, which becomes the new root, 
and we introduce a new edge from the new root to the old root. If we 
number the vertices as in Theorem 3.2 and if let 0 denote the new root, the 
desired weighting functions are given by 
l-(0,1) := 7, and Z(0, 1) := 6, + pi 
and, if there is an edge from vertex i to vertex j with i < j, 
r(i,j) := 7j and Z(i, j) := Sj + q - Si. 
[Note from Theorem 3.2 that Z(i, j> := S. + 7j - Si above is necessarily 
nonnegative.] Then it can be verified that t h e above weighting functions for 
the binary rooted tree, derived from the generalized ultrametric matrix 
A = [ai,j] in R”,“, do indeed reproduce the entries of A from the definitions 
of (2.4) and (2.5). 
For the converse, consider any (not necessarily binary) rooted tree 
G = (V, E) for which there are two nonnegative numbers (from the weight- 
ing functions 1 and t-1 assigned to each edge. Let B C V denote the set of 
leaves, with B = {l, 2, . . . , n}. We show below that the n X n matrix A, 
defined from (2.4) and (2.51, is a generalized ultrametric matrix. 
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Obviously, conditions (i), (iii), and (iv) of Definition 2.3 are satisfied. 
Now, consider any triple (9, s, t} E N3 and their related paths [i.e., p(9), 
p(s), and p(t)1 f rom these leaves to the root of G. 
We reorder the triple {y, s, t} as the triple {i, j, k) such that 
where Ip(k) n p(i)1 d enotes the cardinality of the common edges of p(k) 
and p(i). This means that there are exactly 1 p(k) n p(i)/ common consecu- 
tive distinct edges from the root to a certain vertex, say &,, in both p(i) and 
p(k). If Ip(k) n p,(i)1 = 0, then 6~ is just the root of G. 
Thus, from the structure of the rooted tree, we see that 
~(4 n ~(8 = p(k) n p(i) c p(i) n p(j). 
Hence, with the nonnegative numbers assigned to each edge of the tree, 
the triple {i, j, k) satisfies conditions (v.i> and (v.ii) of Definition 2.3 and the 
statement (2.3), i.e., 
ak,i = ak,j, 
mm{ ai,j, aj,i} > ms{ai,k, ak,i}, min{ ai,j, a,,,} > min{ ai,k, ak,j}. 
Hence, using the statement preceding (2.3) it follows that (ii> of Definition 
2.3 is also satisfied, and A is thus a generalized ultrametric matrix. ??
It is evident that the null matrix in R”,” satisfies Definition 2.3 and is thus 
a singular generalized ultrametric matrix. In the following, we derive a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a generalized ultrametric matrix to be 
nonsingular. Therefore, we consider the relation between A and A + A’, 
where A is a generalized ultrametric matrix. With the representation (3.1) of 
A given in Theorem 3.1, (3.2) necessarily holds, i.e., 
w( A,,,) = w(C) + T(A) 2 o(A), m(A,,,) = o(D) + T(A) > w(A) 
and we obtain 
r(A) + w(A) = T(A +Ar) =27(A) + 6(A). 
This observation, when applied to the principal submatrices of A which arise 
in the reduction process leading to the representation of (3.9), shows that the 
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binary rooted tree for A induces the same binary rooted tree for A + AT. 
Consequently, A + AT has the representation 
2n-1 
A + AT = c +u,u; (3.11) 
i=l 
where 
+i := 27, + si (i = 1,2 )...) 2n - 1). 
Using the converse part of Theorem 3.2 [with ?i := 27, + Si and ii := 0 in 
(3.1011, (3.11) gives that A + AT is then a symmetric generalized ultrametric 
matrix. 
It was shown in [ll] that a symmetric generalized ultrametric matrix A is 
nonsingular if and only if 
span{u, : +i > 0} = C”, (3.12) 
and, moreover, A is positive definite if and only if (3.12) holds. Now for a 
generalized ultrametric matrix A, define the set 
u* := {ui: Ti + si > o}, 
where the vectors ui and the nonnegative scalars ri and Si are taken from 
the representation (3.9) of A. As 7i and ai are nonnegative, it is clear that 
u, = v*+AT. 
This leads to the following theorem, which gives a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a generalized ultrametric matrix to be nonsingular: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A = [ai,j] in Rnx” be a generalized ultrametric 
matrix. Then the following are equivalent: 
(I) A is nonsingular, 
(II) span U, = C”, 
(III) span UA+AT = C”, 
(IV) A + AT is nonsingular. 
Proof. (I) implies (II): A ssume that (II) does not hold, i.e., span V, # C”. 
Then there exists a vector x E C”, x # 0, with 
u;x = 0 for all ui E u,. 
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Using the representation (3.9) of Theorem 3.2, we obtain 
2n- I 
Ax = c (riuiz$x + 8iv,~,Tx). (3.14) 
i= I 
If ui 6 V,, then ri + ai = 0, and, as the ri’s and 8,‘s are nonnegative, then 
ri = 6, = 0, and its corresponding term in (3.14) is zero. If ui E U,, then 
ri + ai > 0, and its corresponding term, because of (3.13), reduces to 
If ai = 0, the above term again vanishes, and if ai > 0 (i.e., if oi is not a 
leaf), then there is an edge, in the associated binary rooted tree, from vertex i 
to a vertex j with j > i. But, because of (3.2), it follows that 7j + Sj > ai > 0, 
which gives that uj E U,. 
3.2) then from (3.13), 
But since u,~ = wi (see the statement of Theorem 
SiviW*Tx = siviu;x =0. 
Thus, all terms of the sum in (3.14) vanish, and A is singular. 
That (II) implies (III) f 11 o ows immediately from the observation V, = 
u A+AT, mentioned above. 
That (III) implies (IV) is proved in Lemma 2.1 of [ll]. However, for 
completeness, we repeat the proof. If there is an x E C n with ( A + AT)x = 
0, we obtain 
2n-1 2n-1 
x”( A + AT)x = c x”+~u~x = c +llu;xll; = 0. 
i=l i=l 
Thus, u:x = 0 for all i = 1,. . . ,2n - 1. Since span UA+A~ = C” by hypoth- 
esis, it follows that x = 0, and A + A?‘ is nonsingular. 
(IV) implies (I): Since A + AT is a nonsingular symmetric ultrametric 
matrix, A + AT is symmetric and positive definite. Thus, A is also positive 
definite, in the sense that Re(xHAx) = ixH(A + AT)r > 0 for all x E C”, 
x # 0. Therefore, A is nonsingular. ??
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As a corollary of Theorem 3.4, we obtain: 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A = [ai j] 
’ 
in RnXn be a nonsingular generalized 
ultrametric matrix of the form 
where A, 1 and A, 2 are square matrices, A, s is a constant matrix with 
constant &A), and’A, 1 is a constant matrix with constant o(A) = G-( A) + 
6(A), with S(A) > d. Then A, 1 and A, 2 j are nonsingular generalized 
ultrametric matrices. 
Proof. Since A is a nonsingular generalized ultrametric matrix, we see 
from Theorem 3.4 that A + AT is a symmetric and positive definite general- 
ized ultrametric matrix, and so are its principal submatrices, A, 1 + AT, 
and A, 2 + A:,,. Thus, again from Theorem 3.4, A, 1 and A,,, are also non- 
singular. ??
We note, from the equivalence of (I) and (IV) in Theorem 3.4, that a 
strictly generalized ultrametric matrix [i.e., (iii) and (iv) of Definition 2.3 hold 
with strict inequality] is necessarily nonsingular. This will be used in our next 
result, Theorem 3.5, below. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A = [ai,j] E R"-" be a strictly generalized ultramet- 
ric matrix. Then A is nonsingular, and its inverse A-’ = [ ai j] E R"," is a 
strictly row and strictly column diagonally dominant M-m&ix with the 
additional properties 
ai,j = 0 if and only if czi,j = 0 (3.15) 
and, if n > 1, 
w( A)t$-%,, < 1, (3.16) 
P(A) &rA-‘GL > I. (3.17) 
Proof. The proof is an induction on the dimension n. The case n = 1 is 
obviously true. Now, let us assume that Theorem 3.5 is true for all dimen- 
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sions 6 with 1 < fi < n. With Theorem 3.1, A has, up to a suitable 
permutation, the following representation: 
where 
6(A) = w(A) - r(A) >O. 
Moreover, C E RL’ and D E R”-‘3”-‘, with 1 < r < n, are again strictly 
generalized ultrametric matrices, since A is a strictly generalized ultrametric 
matrix, with 
o( Al,,) > w(A) and w( A,,,) > w( A). (3.18) 
Because the cases r = 1 and n - r = 1 can be similarly treated, assume 
r > 1 and n - r > 1. We have by induction that C-r and D-’ are strictly 
row and strictly column diagonally dominant M-matrices which also satisfy 
(3.16) and (3.17). Thus, 
c&v > 0, c-4, > 0, t:-,.D-l > 0, D-'5,-, > 0, 
(3.19) 
0 < w(C)~,1‘C’&. < 1, 0 d o( D)~,'-,D-l(n_, < 1. 
Let 
C 0 
M := 
W)L,X,7 1 D ’ 
Then M is nonsingular, and M- ' is given by 
M-1 = 
C-l 0 1 -6( A)D-l(n_,(,?‘C-’ D-’ ’ 
Since De?&_,. and &rC ’ are positive vectors and S(A) >, 0, the induction 
hypothesis gives that M- ’ is a Z-matrix, i.e., a real matrix in R”,” whose 
off-diagonal entries are all nonpositive. 
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In the following, we show that M-' is a strictly row and strictly column 
diagonally dominant matrix. Set 
p := M-l& = c-l 
-6( A)D-!f_,S,TC-’ 
Since w( A,,,) > o(A) from (3.181, we obtain 
w(C) = +h,l) - 64 a w(A) - T(A) = S(A). 
Thus, using the inductive hypotheses [i.e., o(C>&~C-~,. < II, we obtain 
p = M-*5, > 0. Hence, since M-' is a Z-matrix, M-' is a strictly row 
diagonally dominant matrix. 
Now, consider t:M- ', and set 
qT := ,$‘,TM-’ = 
(1 - 6( A)&?_rD-tn-.)t,TC-l T 
g--, D-l I* 
Since w( A,,,) 3 w(A) from (3.181, we obtain 
o(D) = w(A,,,) - T(A) a w(A) - T(A) = S(A). 
Thus, using the inductive hypotheses [i.e., w( 0)&T_ .C- 's, _r < 11, we obtain 
that qT = s,'_ r M - ' > 0. Again, since M- ' is a Z-matrix, M- ' is a strictly 
column diagonally dominant matrix. 
Using the Sherman-Morrison formula [2, p. 511, A-' can be expressed as 
4 4 
A-’ = [M + +k%]-l = M-’ - 1  +  7(A)5TM_t M-'5,!$@ 
” ” 
=&f-l _ r( A) 
1 + T( A)&$3 pqT. 
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Since 
T(A) 
1 + r( A),$ ‘9 
T> 
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it follows from the inductive hypothesis that A-’ is a Z-matrix. Thus, it 
suffices to show that A-’ is a strictly row and strictly column diagonally 
dominant matrix, and that (3.16) and (3.17) hold. We first consider the row 
sums of A. We have 
T( 4 1 
A-‘& = p - 
1 + r( A)92 “rs, =. 
r p > 0. (3.20) 
n 1+ r(495, 
Analogously, since 92,, = (‘,‘p, we obtain 
(;A-l = ’ 
1 + +>S,Tp9 T > 0. 
Hence, A-’ is a strictly row and strictly column diagonally dominant 
Z-matrix, and is thus a nonsingular M-matrix. 
We now establish (3.16), i.e., o( A)rJA-‘5, < 1. From (3.201, we have 
Thus, it reduces to showing that 
{w(A) - r(*))S,Tp < 1. 
However, as w(A) - T(A) = 6(A), 
MA) - +mcP 
= [W)(5,TC-%)] + [I- s(*)S,TC-~~][S(*)~~-rD-15,-.]. 
(3.21) 
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On using the inductive hypothesis, i.e., 
0 < S(A)@?&. < 1 and 0 < 6( A)~~_rD-l&,_. < 1, 
all quantities in brackets in (3.21) are nonnegative, with the middle bracketed 
quantity being positive. Increasing the last factor in brackets to unity in (3.21) 
then gives 
(o(A) - T( A)}&,$ < 6( A)t,TC-t,. + [I - a( A)t:C-&] = 1, 
the desired result. 
Similarly, we next establish (3.171, i.e., /.L( A)&rA-‘5, > I. On using the 
results above. we have 
Thus to establish (3.17), it is sufficient to show that { /L(A) - r( AM,Tp > I. 
Then, 
(P(A) - r(A)}&,% = [I P(A) - r(A))5,TC-%5,1 
+[I - ~(A)~,TC-‘~,][{P(A) - r(A))Lr-rD+L]. 
The middle quantity in brackets above is again positive. Since , CL(A) -
r(A) 2 p(D) and since p.( D>,F$ r D- ?&_r > 1 (by the induction hypothe- 
sis), the last factor in brackets is greater than unity. Hence, decreasing the 
last factor in brackets to unity then gives 
{p(A) -+)jt:p> [b(A) -+))S,TC-&;I +[l-~(A)5;TC-t,& 
and as t?(A) = w(A) - T(A) < p(A) - T(A), then 
{ /-4 A) - T( A))S,Tp ’ 1, 
the desired result. 
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Finally, that the zero entries of A and A-’ are the same [cf. (3.1511 
follows easily along the lines of the proof of [lo], in the symmetric case, and is 
omitted. ??
Here, we mention that the Sherman-Morrison formula, which is another 
main tool in considering these kinds of matrices, was already used in [lo] for 
the symmetric case. Later, this formula was used by Johnson [4] to show that 
the class of inverse M-matrices is invariant under a certain rank-one update. 
This update is similar to that used in [lo] and also that used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.5. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A = [a,,j] E R"'" be a generalized ultrametric ma- 
trix. lf A is nonsingular, then its inverse A-’ = [cqjl E R"," is a row and 
column diagonally dominant M-matn’x with the ao?ditional properties 
and, if n > 1, 
ai j = 0 implies qj = 0. 
w( A)&,TA-tn < 1, 
p( A)S,TA-‘tn a 1. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 3.5, since each 
generalized ultrametric matrix is a limit of a sequence of strictly generalized 
ultrametric matrices. ??
In considering the converse of Theorem 3.6, it can be easily verified that 
any nonsingular row and column diagonally dominant M-matrix in R',' or 
R*,' has an inverse which is a (nonsingular) generalized ultrametric matrix. 
Examples however show that the above statement fails in general to be true 
in R"," for all n > 2. A heuristic explanation for this follows. As remarked 
after Theorem 3.2, the total number of parameters in the representation of 
the n X n matrix in (3.9) is 3n - 2, while the total number of entries of a 
general matrix in R"," is n*. But 3n - 2 = n’ is valid only if n = 1 or 
n = 2. 
All results of this paper were presented by the first author at the 
Workshop on Nonnegative Matrices, Applications and Generalizations, held 
in Haifa, Israel, 30 May-4 June 1993. There, generalized ultrametric matrices 
were called pre-ultrametric matrices, and nonsingular generalized ultrametrlc 
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matrices were called ultrametric matrices. To avoid confusion, we changed 
these names. 
We acknowledge with thanks some conversations and a useful exchange of 
information with ]. ]. McDonald, M. Neumann, H. Schneider, and M. J. 
Tsatsomeros, which have improved our paper. 
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